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Corporate bonds are fundamental financing instruments that are widely held by institutional investors, fund managers and households all over the world. Corporate bonds play an important role in capital markets. As the economy develops, firms try to borrow first in the form of indirect financing (bank loans). At the same time the bigger firms in good standing seek funding in the form of direct finance from the corporate debt and equity markets. Corporate bond market also offers access to longer-dated, unsecured financing for growth businesses. So, the importance of corporate bond market in the framework of direct debt finance can be hardly overemphasized.

The aim of the article is, while investigating the current state of Belarusian corporate bond market and revealing the problems concerning to this market, to find out more actual and preferable measures to improve it according to the best practice of developed markets. The research methods used in this article are scientific abstraction, reviewing the literature, the comparative method, methods of sample survey and data evaluation.

The article presents the results of analysis of volumes of corporate and government bonds trading at the platform of the Belarusian Currency and Stock Exchange. The author reveals the problems in Belarusian corporate bond market development as follows: the existing emphasize of household financial savings towards bank deposits; the significant reliance of the corporate sector on bank borrowing; the lack of institutional investors on the demand side; an illiquid secondary market; the lack of information for benchmarking; large borrowing costs for issuers.

The analysis shows that coupon rate is considered as the main factor determining the demand and return on Belarusian corporate bonds. By comparison, the main factors at developed bond markets are loan size and credit rating of the issuer. The coupon rate “corridors” have been examined in the article as well for bonds nominated in national currency (BYN) and for bonds nominated in free-convertible currency (EUR, USD). The article concludes that high-priority measures for developing Belarusian corporate bond market are the simplification of the trading procedure, the enhancement of the competition from demand side and the creation of observable benchmarks for issuers and bond investors. All these measures will encourage issuers and investors, both domestic and international, to participate in the Belarusian corporate bond market.